REGULATION FOR ALL SPORT DISCIPLINES

Sports competitions Euroijada 2019 will contain 12 disciplines including: futsal,
basketball , volleyball , handball, football, table tennis, tennis, swimming, track and field (400
and 800m), and debate. Adding any sport discipline will be possible only if a sufficient number
of participants at the discretion of the organizers.
NOTES : Each contestant is required to apply before the tournament on the terms and
conditions of a competition! Each captain/leader will be submitted propositions that were
stated in the project. The tournament is possible to participate and those who are not students
but not older than 35! If the person does not have some of the above documents , it is possible
to attach a passport! The only valid list of players is list that was sent before tournament from
team leader of student who is responsible! If mobile application will be ready till tournament
than all players are OBLIGATED to apply by mobile application.
FUTSAL

Futsal tournament will be organized in the men and women competition. The teams will
be divided into groups , where the number of groups and number of teams in the group will
depend on the number of faculty in this competition . From each group going into the play offs
by two best teams and move on to playing the elimination system , as follows: 1/8 finals,
quarter-finals , semi-finals and finals.. If it is subsequently impossible to determine the two best
teams (or one best team) in this case, qualifier will define by draw.
Since the Euroijada 2011th in Prague and Euroijada 2012th in Krakow attended by 11
teams in the men's futsal competition , the principle of competition for this number of teams is
two groups of four teams and one group of three teams. In the semifinal will go winners of all

three groups and the best runner of the two groups with four teams . Further schemes
semifinals of crossing the first placed in a group with four teams which passes only the first , the
best runner-up and top-ranked in the group with four teams , from passing the first and second
, with the first-ranked in the group with three teams. In Berlin we are expecting maximum
number of teams: 32. So, it will be 8 groups with 4 teams.
If the 12 competing teams are formed three groups with four teams in the semi-finals
where passing the winners and the best runner-up .
If there is 17 teams, first two group will content 4 teams and three groups with 3 teams. In 1/4
final will winners of the groups and 3 best
ranking second teams.
If there is 22 teams, first group will content 4 teams and we will have 6 more groups with 3
teams. In 1/4 final will go first two teams from group with 4 teams and winners of all other
groups.
If there is 20 teams, two groups will content 4 teams and we will have 4 more groups with 3
teams. In 1/4 final will go first two teams from groups with 4 teams and winners of all other
groups.
If there is less or more teams of those numbers, the organizer reserves the right to make form
for the system of competition ! The competition system in this or any other case which is not
defined here , the organizer will determine on the day of the competition.
Rules of the game :
- Matches in the tournament in the group stages will be played in groups of two halves of 12
minutes without stopping watch (halftime is 3 minutes long). In elimination games (1/8 final,
1/4 final, 1/2 final, 3rd place match and final) will be played 2 half times 12 minutes long
without stopping watch. We extended the time in group stages because it was the mark of 60%
EUROIJADA 2015 participants in evaluation form.
- The team will have five players in the field ( 4 +1, maximum 12 )
- The team has : an unlimited number of changes ( flying ) .
- Players can gives back the ball to goalkeeper only after going with the ball on the
second part of the pitch (just one time, if goalkeeper go to second part of the pitch he
can play many times with the ball)

- After the fourth foul in a half each subsequent punishable by a penalty

- For rough start ( slide , pulling shirt , intentionally hitting a player and deliberate
handball ) player receives a yellow card or a penalty of 2 minutes of non-play
- If the player of the match receives two yellow cards is excluded from the
by the end of game

game

- when the ball is in out game can start with the ball on the line or behind the line (not in
the pitch)
- In case of a tie in the elimination match play penalties . Penalties are
shoots for three sets .
The following system shall be applied in order to determine the ranking of group stage:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

3 points for a win / 1 point for a draw / 0 points for a defeat
Mutual result
Better goal difference
Higher number of goals scored
Barrage match (if teams are not from the same group)
Draw (if team are from the same group)

If some team don't want to play, game will be count as 3:0 for team on the pitch and goals will
count in goals difference!! If two teams don't show up on the pitch both teams get 0 points
and goal difference 0:3 is counting!
referees :
The match will take two professional judges on the court and the court reporter at the table
next to the field. These persons provided by the organizer , and the necessary requisites (balls ,
nets) .
Conditions to compete:
To compete in this discipline is necessary to fulfill the following requirements and
submit them to the letter of confirmation of participation:
1 A list of up to maximum 12 players per game
2 To possess identity cards or passports for the contest , for checking and legitimating,
or to be accepted by organizers by checking the list of players that has made before
competition...mobile application is an option for recognizing
3 Players of a team shall be dressed in jerseys or shirts of the same color , preferably

with Faculty characteristics they represent.
Legitimating of players is necessary only when one team is complaining! Not every game or
before/after game. After the normal request of some team that one player is not the part of
the team or he was already played for some other team, in group stages, they have to finish
the game and after the result can be confirmed or if they broke the rules the result is 0:3 for
opposite team. In the elimination round the game is playing and organizer is checking the
application list if it is necessary. If complaining team don't want to finish the game they
(complaining team) are losing 0:3. This is the same rule for all sports.

BASKETBALL
The competition in basketball will be organized in the men and women competition.
Teams will be further sub in the group, where the number of groups and number of teams in
the group will depend on the number of faculty in this competition . Schedule of matches will
be determined after the draw which will take place before the Euroijada , and each team will
one day play a maximum of two or three matches . From each group going into the play offs by
two best teams and move on to playing eliminating system: quarter-finals , semi-finals and
finals.

The following system shall be applied in order to determine the ranking or group stage:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

2 points for a win / 1 point for a loss / 0 points for a forfeit or disregarded match
Mutual result
Better points difference
Higher number of scoring points
Barrage match (if teams are not from the same group)
Draw (if team are from the same group)

If some team don't want to play, game will be count as 20:0 for team on the pitch and points will
count in points difference!! If both teams don't show up on the pitch they are losing 20:0 and
getting 0 points.

System of competition :
The competition in basketball will be organized in the men and women competition. The
teams will be divided in groups . From each group going into the play offs by two (or one) best
teams and move on to playing eliminating system: semi-finals and finals. Should be reported to
the number of teams that do not support this system of competition , the organizer reserves
the right to determine the system of competition no later than the start of the event.
Euroijada 2015 contained 15 teams divided in 5 group. Winner of the groups goes
through and 3 best second place teams (3 runner ups). Euroijada 2016 system depends of
number of the teams.
Rules of the game :
- The game will be divided into four half's, each lasting 7 minutes. Halftime break is 3
minutes long. The group will be playing " dirty " (without time stopping), while from elimination
rounds (1/4, 1/2 and final), the last two minutes of game measured by the rules of basketball .
- The team on the ground must have five players on the bench and a maximum of seven
in the substitution
- Team has the right to ask for one time-out ( 1 minute time-out ) in one quarter
- The team comes out bonuses after the fifth foul made so from then each successive
punishing are free throws .
- Each player is allowed to make five fouls .
- In case of a tie in the elimination match play extra three minutes. If after first extra
time they are playing second. If even after two extra time is not known winner, approaches the
free throws shoot-out in three series.
- The tournament will be played with a ball the size of a standard № 7 in men's sizes and
№ 6 in women competition.

The following system shall be applied in order to determine the ranking of group stage:


1st - 3 points for a win / 1 point for a draw / 0 points for a defeat



2nd - Mutual result



3rd - Better points difference



4th - Higher number of points scored



5th - Barrage match (if teams are not from the same group)



6th - Draw (if team are from the same group)

Referees: The match will take two professional referees on the court and the court
reporter at the table next to the field.
Conditions to compete:
To compete in this event, it is necessary to fulfill the following requirements and submit
them to the letter of confirmation of participation:
1 A list of up to 12 players
2 To possess identity cards or passports for the contest , for checking and legitimating,
or to be accepted by organizers by checking the list of players that has made before
competition
3 Players of a team shall be dressed in jerseys or shirts of the same color , preferably
with marks representing faculty .
Legitimating of players is necessary only when one team is complaining! Not every game
or before/after game.
VOLLEYBALL
Competition in volleyball will be organized in the men and women competition. The
teams will be divided into groups , where the number of groups and number of teams in the
group will depend on the number of teams in this competition . Schedule of matches will be
determined after the draw which will take place before the Euroijada. From each group going
into the play offs one or two best teams and move on to playing the elimination system , as
follows: quarter-finals , semi-finals and finals.
The following system shall be applied in order to determine the ranking of group stage:

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

2 points for a win / 1 point for a loss / 0 points for a forfeit
Mutual result
Sets difference
Bigger number of winning sets
Points difference
Bigger number of winning points
draw

If some team don't want to play, game will be count as 2:0 for team on the pitch and sets
will count in set difference but points will not be counted (it will be count like 0:0) !! If both
teams don't show up on the pitch they are losing 2:0 and getting 0 points!
Rules of the game :
- Matches will be played in two obtained sets to 21 points
- With the score 1-1 tiebreak will be played to 15 points
- The team will consist of six field players and maximum six changes
- All games will be played by regular volleyball rules
referees :
The match will take two referees and a court reporter (table referee). These persons
provided by the organizers.

HANDBALL
System of competition
The teams will be divided into groups based on the number of teams and will play a
groups and elimination rounds .
During the two days of competition , teams will play the group stage match at Salt- point
system where everyone will play with anyone . From the group will take a total of four teams in
the semifinals. Group Stage will be played the first day of competition. The elimination is on the
second day.

The following system shall be applied in order to determine the ranking of group stage:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

3 points for a win / 1 point for a draw / 0 points for a defeat
Mutual result
Better goal difference
Higher number of goals scored
Barrage match (if teams are not from the same group)
Draw (if team are from the same group)

If some team don't want to play, game will be count as 10:0 and goals will be count in goal
difference. If both teams don't show up on the pitch they are losing 10:0 and getting 0 points.
Rules of the competition

Men are playing with ball no3, women are playing with smaller ball no2
All matches in both, the men's and in women's category, will be played according to the
following rules:
• The game will be divided into two halves each lasting 20 minutes. The group will be
playing " dirty " , while in the semi-finals and final last five minutes of the game will be
measuring by the rules of handball with stopping .
• The team will have seven players on the field ( 6 +1, maximum 12 )
• The team has an unlimited number of changes ( flying ) .
• Each team has one timeout per half in one minute
• Starting a sharper player is penalized with 2 minutes of non-play
• If a player in the game gets three throws off from the remainder of the game , the rest
of the match a man down for 2 minutes, then the game completely .
• The tournament will be played from standard products for the ball handball
• The game will take two professional judges on the court and the court reporter at the
table next to the field
• In the case of entry of players from the bench to the field during the match, the
captain will be punished with exclusion of 2 minutes
• In the event of interruption counter- attack by joining players from the bench to the
field , the captain is disconnected in two minutes , while the opposing team gets a
penalty , the so-called seven-meter

• In the case of punishing coaches red card captain receives automatically two minutes
off the coach must be retired from the bounds .
• In the event of an attack on a judge or any other official match is canceled , and the
team is automatically ejected from the competition
• In case of no show some of the teams in the game , the opposing team , referees and
delegates are required to wait for a team that did not show up to 10 minutes max , and
if the other team does not show up either until then , the game is recorded by forfeit
10-0 .
All these rules are in accordance with the rules of the European House of handball (EHF )
and any non compliance there of entails automatic disqualification from the tournament .
FOOTBALL
This is second year of football tournament in EUROIJADA. Standard UEFA rules will be
present. Without VAR system.
Games will be played in two half's 45 minutes long. Half time 15 minutes long. Every game will
have 3 referees.
Tournament will be played in half final, third place match and final.
TENNIS
In first two years of our tennis tournament ITF regulation was valid. It will be the same in Berlin.
Number of players is the thing which will be main parameter for rules. If we have up to 8 players
in men and up to 8 players in women discipline, games will be played till 2 winning sets (6
games in one set). If we have more players it will be played to 1 winning set till 6 games.
Tournament will be played in one day.
TABLE TENNIS
Games will be played till 2 winning sets (21 winning points).

DEBATE
3,4 or 5 players are necessary for the team. It can be 2 boys and one girl or two girls and one
boy (mixed).
All other tournaments (swimming and the track and field) rules you can see on the spot in Berlin
during the EUROIJADA.
TOTAL WINNER
POINTS
SPORT
1st place points
2nd place points
futsal
3
2
basketball
3
2
volleyball
3
2
handball
3
2
football
3
2
table tennis
2
1,5
tennis
2
1,5
Debate
2
1,5
Swimming
2
1,5
Athletics
2
1,5
*if we have enough teams to make this tournament

3rd place points
1
1
1
1
1
0,5
0,5
0,5
0,5
0,5

The other regulations are defined by official sport regulations in international association.
Every pitch will have one sport coordinator provided by Euroijada organizing
Committee. Organizers reserve the right to change the rules!!

